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River Saints

t 7 t8-r 752

'Every wave is filled with rubies, water perfumed with musk,
From the river waft airs of ambergis.'

Shah Ab.dul Latif g68g-t752)

A LL ALoNG rnB riverbank in Sindh, in the deserr and on hill_
l. \ tops, next to springs and by lakes, there are shrines of Sufi saints.
countless holy men have wandered along the river in the past eleven
hundred years; r2i,ooo alone are said to be buried in the yellow
sandstone necropolis atThatta; and villages, fairs and pilgrim cornmu-
nities congregate thirstily around their tombs. Sufism is the mystic
vein that runs through Islam: Sufis themselves preach the oneness of
humaniry and the shrines of saints are indeed the one area of Sindhi
social life where all faiths, politics and ethniciries - Sheedis and
soldiers, Communists and Hindus, peasants and dictators - are
welcome. But given this choice, the saint revered by Iqbal Sheedi,
his friend Fida, and rhousands of other Sindhis, is the icon of radical
social reform, sufi Shah Inayat. It is Shah rnayat who in the early
eighteenth century founded an agrarian commune in Jhok, staging
a rebellion against the landowning system with the sloganJo kheray
so khai tehreek - 'those who sow should eat'.

Shah Inayat's stand against the aristocracy is remembered tearfuliy
in Sindh today as a movement before its time. In order to initiate
me into what they consider the best of Sindhi culture, Iqbal, Fida
and I drive to Shah Inayatt urs, the death-anniversary cerebration
held every year et his tomb, with Mashkoor, a cheer l poet oflimited
ryleans and a boundless ardour for Sindhi music and history. As we
bump over the dusty road to Jhok, a viflage in that indeterminate
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hinterland between the Indus and the desert, Mashkoor tells me that
Shah Inayat's movement was a precursor of the French Revolution:
'He was the world's first socialist. Before the French and before Marx.
But because of the nature of Sindh at the time, his message didn't
spread. That is our tragedy.'

This notion is repeated the same evening by a member of Shah

Inayatt family, Sufi Huzoor Bux, a man whose bare village home
(or rather, male guesthouse) has become a pilgrimage place for
Sindhis disgruntled with the state, with the army, with the Punjabis,

and with the pirs, the holy men.'We join a group of men sitting in
a circle around Sufi Huzoor Bux in the dark (this small village has

no more than a passing acquaintance with the national grid). 'If
only the world had listened to Sindh and come to our help, we
could have changed society,' says Sufi F{uzoor Bux.'Shah Inayat was

a big socialist Sufi but his message has been manipulated according
to other peopie's interests.' Shah Inayat was a political thinker, he
says. Not like those fraudulent Sufi leaders who sell black threads
to poor peasants.

Sufi Huzoor Bux has been banned from attending the urs or even
entering the shrine by his cousin, the Sajjada Nasheen, or Guardian
of the Shrine. The ostensible reason is the disrespect implied by Sufi
Huzoor's claim that the family are not Syeds, but of non-Arabic,
tribal Baluch lineage.The criticism goes beyond the charge ofpreten-
tiousness, however. The Sajjada is a landlord. As on other Sindhi
farms, his 3oo haris - landless labourers - are forced to give him half
the crop they have grown, in rent. The landowner buys the other
half off them at non-negotiable prices (generally below the market
rate). If the money they make from the crop does not cover their
living expenses, they borrow money off the landowner on extor-
tionate terms and go into debt. For illiterate labourers, it is a perilous
system.There are currendy approdmately r.7 million haris in southern
Sindh alone, most of them in 'debt bondage'.'Whole families are

enslaved to landlords, and the debt is passed down through the gener-
ations, growing as it goes. It is exactly this system that Shah Inayat
protested against.It was exactly this protest which lost him his head.

At first, Shah Inayat's stand was only of local concern. After he
invited peasants in to farm his iand for free - thus establishing what
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one Sindhi historian calls 'the first commune of the subcontinent'
- the neighbouring Syeds, growing jealous of his popularity with
their serfs, appealed to the Mughal governor of rhatta for help.
Local pirs, who had lost murids (devotees) to Jhok, added rheir voice
to the call for Shah Inayat to be dealt with, and an attack was sanc-
tioned. Initially, the dispute seemed to go Shah Inayat,s way. His
peasants deGndedJhok, the attackers retreated, and when Shah Inayat
complained to Delhi that several of his dervishes had been killed,
the Mughal court ordered that land should be given by the killers
in compensation. So the commune grew larger, and yet more peas-
ants arrived at Jhok, eager for remission from the grim cycle of their
landlord-owned lives.

The local gentry in near\ Thatta, used to seeing the peasants in
penury were outraged by the social revolution being fomented in
this remote and insignificant village. A poet with aristocratic sympa-
thies wrote a verse complaining of the comfortable life lived by the
lower orders, which ended with a call to arms:'Sindh will have no
rest as long as the enemy sits inJhok.'Then in t7t6,a new Mughal
governor was appointed inThatta, and the nobles seized their chance.
They convinced him that the faqirs of Jhok would overrun rhe
Mughal empire - and the governor took their concerns seriously.
He alerted the governors of Bukkur, Sehwan and Murtan, the three
other important.trading towns along the Indus, to the possibility of
Sindh-wide rebellion, and wrote to Delhi, asking for troops.An army
assembled.

The soldiers besieged the Jhok comrnune for rwo months. The
nobles wrote letters to each other in excitabie persian boasting of
how 'with cannonballs and gunpowder the stones of the citadel of
the evildoer will fly through the air like the cotton-flakes of the
cotton-carder and the lightning sword will put fire into the harvest
of his life'. But to the army's surprise, the faqirs were resirient, and
so, finding it difficult to prise Shah Inayat out of his stronghold, the
army finally tendered peace and invited him to talk terms. His safety
was guaranteed by a local noble,yar Muhammad Kalhora, on a copy
of the Qur'an. But it was a trick. Shah Inayat was seized, tried, and
executed on the seventeenth day of the Islamic month of Safar, rr3o
AH (Z January r7r8). His head was senr to Delhi.
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This is all that can be gleaned &om the sparse contemporary mater-
ial on Shah Inayat - three letters written by his Kalhora and Mughal
enemies, one favourable history composed in Persian by the poet

Qani forty-four years after the event, and two virulently hostile his-
tories. But if the archives are meagre, oral history is rich in poignant
stories of this lost utopia.'25,ooo faqirs died,' says Sufi Huzoor,'the
army that surrounded Jhok was like ants.' The siege lasted 'six
months'; the Mughal army burned the commune's records after Shah

Inayat was beheaded; and as the saintt decapitated head travelled to
Delhi, it recited a long poem, Besar Nama @ook of the Headless).

Apart from the death-defying Besar NAma, Shah Inayat left no
other mystical poetrlr, and no statement of his philosophy. But every
Sufi has a silsila - literally, the 'thread' that affiliates them with a

particular Sufi school or master. Shah Inayat, unconventionally, had
rwo silsilas; and there are other indications, too, that he was not
entirely conformist in his religious thinking.

According to Qani, the poet from Thatta, Shah Inayat left Sindh
when he was still a young man, to travel through India in search of

-a religious guide. He went to the Deccan, and then to Delhi, where
he found a teacher who was so impressed with his Sindhi pupil that
he fbllowed him back to Thatta. There, pious local theologians -
who had been campaigning to banish ipagan'practices from Sindhi
Islam, and in particular to outlaw the Sufi dance parties at Makli -
branded them both heretics. The usual reason given is that Shah
Inayat's teacher had prostrated himself in respect before his pupit -
humans should only prostrate themselves before God. But as we sit
listening to Sufi Huzoor Bux speak of theJhok comnune, Mashkoor
whispers to me through the dark: 'Shah Inayat was also a follower
of Sarmad.'
- This intriguing report links Shah Inayar ro rhe most unorthodox
Sufi tradition in India. Sarmad was a Persian-Jewish merchant, who
had journeyed during the early seventeenth century to Thatta on
business. There he fell in love with a beautiful Hindu boy, Aabay
Chand.Thatta was in its heyday as the cosmopolitan riverside centre
of Sindh's cloth trade, and according to Fray Sebastien Manrique (a

fretful Portuguese friar who visited in r64t),'So great indeed is the
depravity in this sink ofiniquity that . . . catamites dressed and adorned
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like women parade the streets, soliciting others as abandoned as them-
selves.' Sarmad and Aabay chand travefled on to Delhi, where, if
their homosexuaiity (and Aabay chand's persian translation of the
Pentateuch) went unremarked, Sarmad's nudity did not. But it was
his insistence on uttering only the first phrase of the Muslim creed,
'There is no God', which brought down on his head the clerics,
wrath.when they pressed him to finish the sentence with the crucial
words,'but God', Sarmad declined, sayrng,'I am fully absorbed with
the negative connotations: how can I tell a lie?'

Heretics were two a paisa in India, but Sarmad attracted the devo-
tion of the Emperort son, and this led to his death. Dara shikoh,
heir apparent of the ruling emperor Shah Jahan, had a deep interest
in syncretic Islamic-Hindu traditions, and even had the sacred Hindu
Upanishads translated to satisfy his curiosity. Aurangzeb, his younger -
brother, coryide_1i1gDara shikoh to be both a herit(ind-trre imFedi-
ment to hii-or" lmp_eriJ gl:qry had h*rrrrrirri.a-l' ios"q'"h",
a 

-dr-i,mitic ;iv;Ea;il; ;; ;r,; r"d;; ;; sr;mif -ai e*ecui.a r"o,,
afterwards for blasphemy. After his death, Sarmad was referredJo
reverently as the 'Mansoor of India' - a reference to Mansoor A1-
Hallaj, a Sufi saint who wandered along the Indus in go5, and was
executed in gzz on his return to Baghdad because his sermons were
too esoteric.

Shah Inayat was only seven years old when Sarmad was killed.
Nevertheless, during his visit to Delhi fwenfy years later, he met
Sarmad's disciples and visited his grave. From Sarmad, says Mashkoor,
Shah Inayat learned to disregard human laws, laugh at fasts and
prayers, and avow in the face of clerical protest that'Hindu-Muslim
ek hi hain'(Hindu and Muslim are one).There is little acrual evidence
that Shah Inayat thought any of these things, but rhe fact that these
iconic images of him live on in sindh is enough. Shah Inayat's status
as the ultimate rebel endures.

The hero, then, not only of every anti-feudal protest but also of a
thoroughly anti-fundamentalist kind of Sindhi Islam, Shah Inayat has
come to embody sindht distinct brand of narionalism - poritically
socialist and religiously syrcretic. G. M. Syed, the late father of Sindhi
nationalism, dedicated a book to Shah Inayat:'F1e sacrificed everything
which he possessed and waged a war against religious prejudices.'But
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Sindh, too, deserves an accolade.'In all India, Sindh has the longest
history of continuous Muslim-Hindu interaction, and it is significant
that the Sufi trio who lost their heads on account of their non-
conformity -Al-Hallaj, Sarmad and Shah Inayat - all spent some time
here.
- Shah Inayat may be dear to the hearts of Sindhi socialists, but the
immediate eflect of his execution three hundred years ago was the
rise of the local fr*ily which led him to his death - the Kalhoras.

Having shown their strengh in quashing the uprising, they soon
augmented their hold on Sindh and became its overlords.'With Shah

Inayat died Sindht hope of land reform.
Land distribution under the Mughals was based on the mansabdari

honours system - land was leased to the nobles and reverted to the
state on the incumbent's death. The Kalhoras, by contrast, rewarded
the loyalty of pirs and Syeds by granting them land outright. The
result was a feudal system that was augmented by the Talpurs, and
set in stone l.grlly by the British (who needed their collaborators in
the countryside to be powerful). Partition increased the economic
power of the landowners because many of the Hindu moneylenders

to whom they were indebted fled for their lives to India.'Feudalism'
is a highly contested term in modern India and Pakistan, but the
form of landownership that efsts in Sindh today, whatever name it
goes by, keeps the peasantry illiterate, poverry-stricken and hopeless.

The landlords, who are also the politicians, dictate rural voting via a

network of agents. A rural agent explains it to me quite openly:'In
exchange for access to the politician, which is vital for me in securing
my children and relatives local government jobs, I make sure the
villagers vote the way I say' 'If they dont?' I ask.'If they dont, we
send in the ghoondas [thugs]l The haris suffered in Shah Inayat's day,

but modern democracy has disenfranchised them once again.

The Kalhoras who inaugurated this system are nevertheless lauded
as patriots by the state, for during their half-century of rule they
freed Sindh from the shackles of the declining Mughal empire,
improved agriculture by digging canals, and promoted the arts at

court. Persian poetry thrived under the Kalhoras. (.W-hen they weie
finally usurped, in 1782, it was their former disciples - the Talpurs

- who defeated them, naturally.)
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After talking with Sufi Huzoor, we walk up rhe dirt road ro the
shrine, past the noisy, colourful stalls selling mango juice, elaborate
hairpieces for women, bangles and milk-sweets. It is a different world
inside the gates. Most Sufi shrines are relaxed places but here there
is a cultish air of order. We step between neat flowerbeds and sur-
render our possessions to rigorous, security-concerned attendants.
During the public concert held in the presence of the Sajjada
Nasheen, men and women are seated apart (the men getting the
flower garden in front of the stage, the women making do with
loudspeakers in a muddy paddock).

This is the closest that most people ger ro the Sajjada - seeing
him from a distance as he sits on a hay bale to signify his'poverty'.
In all the years that they have visitedJhok,Iqbal and Fida have never
once met him.In Sindh these men (they are always men) are treated
like gods, expect royal respect and generally meet only with rich
devotees, politicians - or foreigners.

We send a message to the Sajjada, and permission to see him is

quickly granted.As we climb the steps of the white marble complex
set back from the tomb, my friends mutter berween themselves about
its opulence. Sufis value poverty but the building is infused with the
cool glamour of a Saudi Arabian sheikhdom. It is enrided - appar-
ently without irony - Kaseri Qalandar,'Pdace of theWanderer'.The
Sajjada himself - dressed in dazzling white - has four wives, a sign
of immense wealth in Pakistan. The first is his relative (an arranged
marriage), the second is French ('I like to dominate her,'he tells me
provocatively), the third lives in the capital,Islamabad, and the fourth
is special and kept in a'secret location'.

The Sajjada openly admits to being a'landlord', that scourge of
his ancestor. He says he'owns r,4oo acres (the legal limit in Pakistan
is r5o irrigated or 3oo unirrigated acres); and that if the people are

poor it is because the Punjabis and the army have taken all the jobs.
Sindh's problems were caused by the'criminal, wanted people'who
came here at Partition; peasant rights are not a concern. Instead,
what exercises him inside his palace is 'male-Gmale separation'.'Man
is like fire, woman like cotton,' he says by way of explanation; and
if I am mystified at the time by the cottonwoolliness of this state-
ment, later it strikes me as logical that the male belief in purdah
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should increase incrementally with the number of wives you keep.

In the centres he has established in England, Germany, Africa and
India, this is the Sajjada's primary goal.'There are many young girls
in London,' he says to me that evening,'who have stopped eating
pork and wearing bikinisl

It is sad that the message of a great Sufi reformer has come to
this, and Fida and Iqbal are disillusioned. But the lesson I learn in
Sindh is that the descendants of saints are universally unreliable. Some
saj;-adas-6oast sweetly to me of th.i. expensive Italian clothes, fleets

of Mercedes cars, and credit cards from American Express. Others
describe the 'small, bon'eless djinns' they have communed with or
talk of the devilishness of their fellow safjadas (competition for rural
devotees is intense). A11 demand izzat - honour and respect - from
their illiterate peasant followers. The devotees who visit the shrines
are expected to give money, livestock or even their children in life-
long service to the sajjada. There are lurid stories about the droit de

seigneur that sajjadas exercise over the pretty daughters of their murids;
and one sajjada points out to me his murids'children, whom he has

taken in as unpaid workers for life, as they serve us tea. It is a form
of voluntary slavery a measure of the Sindhi peasantry's economic
desperation - and an indication of their spiritual devotion.

I question the Sajjada on the contradiction between the message

of Shah Inayat and his own position as a landlord. 'If Shah lnayat
was alive today, what would he say about the state of Sindh? The
peasants are still poor, there are still big landholdings . . .' But the
Sajjada simply smiles: 'Shah Inayat is alive.'Whatever I am saying,

Shah Inayat is saying. I am Shah Inayat!
Mashkoor alone does not seem perturbed by the Sajjada's words.

'These sajjadas are all the same,' he says afterwards.'They are feudals.'

He is not here for the politics. He is here for the music.

The descendants of saints may bear little or no philosophical
resemblance to their forebears; the devotion extended to them by a

disenfranchised peasantry may be wholly bemusing; but there is one
thing that makes the shrines inspiring places: the music. The death-
anniversary parties of the most popular saints bdng together the best

musicians from all over Sindh.
After being relegated to a field during the dayrime concert, women
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have of course been banned altogether from the sixty-five musical
performances being held simultaneously this night in the grounds
of the shrine complex, the dargah.But as an unveiled foreigner I am
not really a woman, and so with exultant Mashkoor in the lead we
wind from one musical gathering to another, listening to flautists
from northern Sindh, to old men playin g the surando (a stringed
violin-like instrument), ro dancers 1eaping and jumping as they 

--.pluck the one-stringed yaktora.In a small tented space at the far -.
endofthedargahisasingerfromUmerkot,thedeserttownwhere

'Emperor Akbar was born. He is seated on the ground, playing the
accordion with accompaniment from a tabla player, and singing
poetic compositions from all along the Indus - those of Bulleh
Shah (an eighteenth-century Punjabi disciple of Shah Inayat), of
Aijaz Shah (a Sindhi poet), and even the newly-minted love-song
of a student ofpharmaceuticals to his beloved university ofJarnshoro.
As each performance draws to a close, the audience fils the night
air with its untranslatable cry of appreciation:,Wah wah!,

We leave Jhok Sharif at dawn. Srrfi Hrrroor Bux is waiting for us
in front of his house. He is in defiant mood.'Raag and music is very
nice,' he says, 'but it is nothing more than escapism. It does not
provide the poor with those things they are lacking.,

I ponder this comment over the next fwo months, as I travel up
the Indus from shrine to shrine. Sufi Huzoor Bux's characterization
of music as escapism is true, but the peasants of Sindh have much
to escape from.Apart from providing free musical concerts and holi-
days to the poor, shrines also give refuge to the repressed. In cities
where nightclubs, dancing and intoxicants are banned, a shrine's
Thursday night Qawwali provides a legal party. At the shrine of
Abdullah Shah Ghazi in Karachi, working- and rower-middle-class
men dance in groups around small fires, flirting with hijras, and
smoking marijuana. Further north along the river, inside the magnifi- '
cent shrine of the maverick thirteenth-century saint Lal Shahbaz

Qdardar, the drumrning at dusk looks liki a rave, as women (some
shrouded in burqas, others with their long hair roose and tangled
with sweat) swing their upper bodies to the beat of the enormous
kettledrums, fli.rg their heads back and forth, and expend as much
pent-up energy as they can before collapsing on the ground,
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exhausted, In Hyderabad, at Makki Shah's tomb in the middle of
the crumbling Kalhora-built fort, the Kaccha Qila, purdah-bound
women of all social classes give even fuller vent to their emotions.
They come to scream and shout and tear their clothes and beat their
breasts in the women-only open-air enclosure formed by two of the
fort's slowly disintegrating brick walls. Every time I visit Makki Shah's

tomb, women are running backwards and forwards under the trees,

uttering wordless shrieks, or rocking themselves frantically in a corner.
A young housewife whom I meet at Makki Shah explains to me
that she comes here every month or so,'when I feel my djinn taking
control of me'; she had arrived this morning, and now, at three in
the afternoon (after a day of running and screaming), she felt better
and was about to go home. (Months later I have my own experience

of being unremittingly cooped up, in a Pashtun village home. As

the family watch, I take the servant's bike and, cycle round and
round the courtyard in a bid to ride out my frustration, remem-
bering the women from Makki Shah.)

Some women at this shrine are clearly sufGring from serious
mental-health problems but, for the majoriry the shrine provides
temporary respite from their poverry repression and lack of
autonomy. Surveys conducted in Pakistan by international medical
journals corroborate this impression: over half the population of
low-income housewives suffer from anxiery and despair. Proper
mental health care for Pakistan's lower classes is non-existent, and
for the ill, sad and lonely, shrines are often their only recourse.

Each shrine, then, serves a slightlv different function: Makki Shah

for the mentally unhinged; Sehwan Sharif for the repressed ravers;

and Sachal Sarmast for the lovers of ecstatic poetry. But it is at

Bhitshah, the home of ShahAbdul Latif,that all these are combined,
and it is here that I experience the greatest musical and social event
in Pakistan.

Shah Abdul Latif was twenty-eight years old when Shah Inayat
was executed, and perhaps because of this he never challenged the
feudal powers directly. Flowever, his outlook was demotic and he

expressed it linguistically, in sung poems that have woven themselves

into the soul of Sindh. As a Sindhi professor of literature tells me,
it was he 'who made Sindh live. After the Indus, Latif.'
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Until Shah Abdul Latif began composing pogrty, Muslim poets
and saint-versifiers in lndia wrote in Persian. The antecedents oi this
language were grand (Rumi, Hafiz),irs metaphors imported (nightin-
gales, roses), and both the poet's persona and his subject (the Beloved)
were courtly and male. Shah Abdul Latif, like Luther, spoke to the
people in their own tongue. He read and quoted Rumi just as he
read and quoted the Qur'an, but.his subject matter was entirely local.
He sang of farmers and fisherfolk, camels and crocodiles, the seasons

and the stars - the very being of peasant life. It was the Indus,
though, the river at the heart of Sindhi life, which was the silent
protagonist of many of his songs.In the eighteenth century the Indus
was used far more than it is today - for travel, for transport of goods,
for recreation as well as for irrigation - and Latif describes it in all
its moods: its high waves and whirlpools and treacherous quicksands,
the boats that sail upon it and the pilgrims and merchants that traverse
it. He journeys, in his songs, out rhrough the Delta and on to the
high seas, across small creeks and freshwater lakes."W'ater is a blessing
and rain, like the Prophet, is rahmat: Divine Grace. But the river is

also dangerous, and crossing it is an allegory of the torturous passage

from life to death.

Latif's Risalo (the generic name in Sindh for a collection ofpoetry)
is divided into thirty sars (song chapters), most of which retell the
stories and legends that have been recounted along the banks of the
Indus for generations. Perhaps Latif's most significant departure from
the Persian tradition was to follow the indigenous Indian custom of
having female, not male protagonists. It is women's voices that are
heard in his songs. In a land where women are inhibited and curtailed
by tribal notions of honour and quasi-religious concepts of purdah,
the attention that Latif paid to women was revolutionary.

The poems begin just as the heroine is struggling with the great
moral trial that defines her and which represents on an allegorical
level the Soult yearning for God. Every Sindhi villager knows how
to sing the songs of Latif, and ofren, as I sit in a Sindhi village with
the stars in the indigo sky the only light, the warm breeze blowing
across my skin, the rustle of maize in the fields and the lowing of
bufihlo the only other sounds, listening to a farmer singing 'Sur
Sohni' or'Sur Sassui', it is easy to mistake the centuries and be cast
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back to the dark night when Sohni drowned in the tempestuous,
treacherous Indus.

A potter's daughter, Sohni was married against her will to her
cousin, but she had always loved Mehar, a merchant who took up
buffalo-herding and pipe-playing to woo her. Every night, Sohni
crossed the river to meet him. One night, her sister-in-law, having
observed her assignations, substituted the fired pot that Sohni was

using as a float, for an unbaked one, and when Sohni plunged into
the river as usual, the waters of the Indus soaked into the soft clay
and the pot dissolved in midstream. Latif begins his poem at this
moment, as Sohni is being swept to her death:

Pot in hand, trust in God, she enters the waves;

Her leg in the dogfish's mouth, her head in the sharkt,
Bangles rwisted, hair drifting through the water,
Fishes, big and small, crowd around her
Crocodiles waiting to devour her.

The Indus is also central to the story of Sassui, Latif's other
favourite heroine, a Hindu orphan discovered in the Indus by a

Muslim washerman, and brought up as his child. When she grows
up, Sassui falls in love with Punhu, a Baluch noble who pretends to
humble birth in order to woo her. His aristocratic family is enraged
by this folly and abducts him one night while Sassui is sleeping. Latif
recounts Sassui's long journey on foot in her lover's wake across the
Baluchistan desert, where she dies, far from the Indus lands that were
her home.

In the desert west of the Indus are several constellations of
eighteenth-century graves, the last resting-place of many of the
Kalhoras, and their murids, the Talpurs. These pale, sand-coloured
tombs, with their huge onion domes and thin cupolas which now
rise eerily isolated from the desert, enclose like sentinel fingers a rare

and delicate portrait of eighteenth-century life in Sindh. But they
are so remote that I would never have found any of them were it
not for the headmaster of a local school, the only man in the district
who knows where they are; and they are so dispersed that it takes

three days to visit them all.After hours of driving through the deserr,

a cluster of domes shimmers into view in the distance. Sometimes

I

Ij
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we find five, somerimes ten, sometimes twenty thirty-foot-high domes
in one group, silhouetted against the pale blue sky in silent grandeur,
and around them, scattered like pebbles, scores, or even hundreds,
of smaller stone tombs.

This is an abandoned land, for the farmers were long ago encour-
aged to forsake the rraditional irrigation provided by the hill torrents
and migrate east to the dam-managed Indus green belt. The head-
master gestures to the sand that stretches endlessly in every direction,
as far as the eye can see.'This area was once lush and fertile,' he says.
'We cross a long earth ridge. iThis is the Kalhoras' old canal system; he
says.'It once irrigated this entire area. But today we cannot even do
what the Kalhoras did in the eighteenth century.'He bends down and
runs some sand through his fingers.'only camels can survive here now.,

Blasted by the desert's searing heat, I step inside a tomb. There is
a clapping of pigeon wings, and I gasp as I loot around. Inside is a
torrent of colour and life. Frescoes cover every inch of the curved
walls and domed ceilings. In the corners, and trailing along the archi-
trave, are spiky-topped pomegranates, purple aubergines and plump
yeliow mangoes. The ceiling is a dense swirr of ochre, blue, red and
green flowers. The borders between the pictures are filled with
animals, fish and birds: pelicans with stripy fish in their beaks, monkeys
climbing a date palm, amused-looking cattle.

The main compositions on each of the four wals depict locar
eighteenth-century folklore, hisrory and society. Religion is repre-
sented by mosques, rosaries, water pots for ablutions and eur,ans
laid open on stands with the words flying up from the pages into
the air like a spell. There are illusrrations of domesticiry:l hosbard
and wife sit together on a charpay, a sword and musket laid care-
fully under the bed; a mistress is fanned by her maid. There are
pictures of the outside world: a boat sails along the Indus; men stalk
tigers;a camel treks slowly through the desert. High up on the wall
of one of the tombs, a fierce batde is being waged bewveen sword-
wielding horsemen and warriors on elephants.Everywhere is evidence
of the vanished water that once kept these people, plants and animals
alive. The tombs stand here in the sand like an unheard prophecy -
a bleak warning to a country where agricultural land is ,rpiaty air_
integrating into salt marsh or desert sand.

9r
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Like the river, the tombs are unprotected, and this rich culture is
on the verge of being lost. In Europe such a treasure would sustain
an entire tourist industry. Here, they stand in a windswept desert,
blown by the sand, visited only by the occasional porcupine, or tomb
raiders who mistakenly dig up rhe graves in the hope of finding
treasure (the Kalhoras never buried goods with their dead). Islamic
attitudes to the representation of humans wavered, and in eighteenth-
century Sindh there was clearly little anxiety about human depic-
tion (not to mention'male-female separation') - but unfortunately
several of the faces, especially those of the women, have recently
been scratched out by iconoclasts intent on imposing their own
censoriousness on the past.The structures, too, are falling apart. Cracks
run doggedly through every dome, and in many of the grandest, the
summits of the domes have collapsed, letting in the sky.

Of all the scenes painted on these walls, the most moving are
those taken from the songs oflatif. Saisui is here, desperately purruing
the abducted Punhu along the riverbank. Sohni clasps a pot to her
bosom as she swims across the river, chased by a crocodile and a

shoal of fish. Her husband stands on one side, twirling a rosary in
his fingers; on the other, waiting amidst his herd of buflblo, is Mehar,
holding his reed pipe. In the modern heat of the deserr, pictures like
these augur the disappearance of the Indus that once nourished this
verdant eighteenth-century botany, was the source of these fat (now
virtually extinct) palla fish, and provided the tranquil-menacing scene
for Latif's Rkalo.

Every year for three days, these eighteenth-century scenes are also
memorialized in music during Shah Abdul Latifb urs. Men and
wotrnen, villagers, townspeople, city professionals, Sunni, Hindu and
Shia, come from all over Sindh to Bhitshah, the village norrh of
Hyderabad which Latif made into his musical rerreat. Every night
of the year, from dusk to dawn, local musicians sing the entire Risalo
in front of Latif's shrine. During the urs the village of Bhitshah opens
its arms wide and welcomes crowds of devotees, each with their
own camp kitchen, tents and fire, each with their own team of
singers. Throughout the village, inside the shrine, along the narro$t
streets, into the fields beyond, the music of Latif fills the air.

Latif invented an instrurnent, the tambooro, and a new musical

.

1
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verse, the uai- His songs, with their female protagonists, are recited
by groups of male musicians in a raw, hauntinjfalserto. They are
technically difficult ro sing, and the Sindhi is archaic and hard even
for native speakers to understand. But there is something in the
completeness of their form, or the sincerity with which they are
sung, that makes them understandable to everybody.

I wander all night, as circles of spectators form and disperse -
around a hijra dancing with tinkling bells on her ankles, around a

flute-player sitting on the ground, around dancers gaudily enacting
Latif's stories with gestures as well as words. In Latif's mud-wafled
chillah, the room where he sat and meditated, black-clothed musi-
cians from the local village are quietly practising'Sur Sohni'. In the
street beneath the devotee-crowded house of the Sajjada Nasheen,
faqirs are smoking marijuana together and catching up on each
other's news. In the space before the shrine, drums are being banged
for the ecstatic dancing of the dhammal. At Bhitshah, the best of
Sindhi society has assembled. There is freedom here, during the three
days of music and celebration; a stubborn resi.lience to pakistant
social hierarchy and religious homogeneity. perhaps because the social
organization is dominated neither by the Sajjada Nasheen - as at

Jhok - nor by the government (official events are held at the other
end of the village), the atmosphere is that of a carnival or medieval
mummers'fair.

op the morning of Latift death-anniversary the Sajjada Nasheen
puts on Latif's cloth cap and cloak and progresses towards the shrine,
as his urban devotees weep. That afternoon, a group of youthful
green-tuibanned misionaries with wispy beards run towards rhe
shrine chanting' Allah-hu, Allah-hu' . Late that night, through rhe noise
of the urs, I hear the beat of a mugarman, and run towards the
shrine, to find that t party of Sheedis has transfixed the crowded
courtyard with their energetic crouching and jumping, as they dance
towards Latif's tomb to the pounding of their tall wooden drums.
All of Sindh is here, and everybody has a place.

The non-sectarian harmony indulged at Bhitshah would appal the
newly-conservative,'wahhabi-ized sections of so ciety. Late one night,
I meet a Baluch journalist who tells me that he comes here cvery
year,'leaving my middle-class prejudices behind in Karachi,. He wrote
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an article about the urs once, the fir;t line of which was cut: 'A
Hindu untouchable family sleeping in the Sunni mosque of a Sufi
shrine dominated by Shias.'I walk into the mosque to check, and
it is true: in the prayer hall I step over sleeping families, men and
women. It is as ifsociety has suspended its usual pettiness and compre-
hended this mosque for what it is: a space to accommodate devo-
tees. On the second night, I stray into an annexe of the shrine and
find a host of government officials from the Auqaf Deparffnent,
which deals with religious affairs, sitting around a gigantic green pile
of small-denomination rupee notes, all mixed up with pink rose
petals, as they sleepily count the money that has been donated by
pilgrims. (Officials say that a well-attended urs can bring in'Rs3o
lakh'- d3o,ooo.) I spend a second night listening to musicians singing
the Risalo, and at dawn return to the Syed-house where I am staying
with relatives of the deceased saint.

The Syed women are still dressed in black, because Muharram,
the month of mourning for the Shia heroes, has only recendy ended.
They never leave the house; they never clean or cook - their murids
do that; they just sit all day long in their lacquered wooden swings,
rocking backwards and forwards and gossiping, like plump spiders
in a web.

It seems perverse that the women should remain inside while this
pageant celebrating their ancestor swels on their doorstep. But when
I talk to Latif's relatives - including the Sajjada Nasheen - I discover
that they do not consider him to be an inclusive and all-welcoming
Sufi. For them, he was 'a Shia through and through'. Wishing to
claim him for their own particular sect, some of Latif's relatives regard
the unregulated urs with ambivalence. While the literary festival in
the village celebrates Latif as a poet, and the masses revelling outside
regard Latif as the ecumenical voice of Sindh, for the Sajjada Nasheen
the Risalo is primarily a religious text - a Sindhi version of the

Qur'an. In most Muslim homes, the Qur'an is set apart from other
books, such is its sacred importance. But in the Sajjadah house, _t\
Risalo is qgtually placed on a par with Islamt holy book. Both texts
are wrapped in gilt cloth and laid like babies - like the Baby Krishna

- in a cradle.

Whatever Latif was, his Rrsalo is not the work of a dogmatist. It
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contains few tenets of any kind, whether Sufi, Shia or Sunni. It is
certainly the work of a Muslim - but no more stridently than
Shakespearet plays are coloured by christianity. Jusr as Shakespeare
has been called a Protestant, catholic, atheist, and the inventor of
romantic love, so, according to the Sindhi historian Hussamuddin
Rashdi, the same fate has befallen Latif

Shah was the crown of the Sufis, shah was a folk poet, shah was the
master of ragas, Shah was a patriot, Shah was a Congressman, Shah
w-as a Muslim Leaguer,'Shah was Rumi, Shah was Goethe . . . in shoft,
Shah is the medicine for every illness. .

Shah Abdul Latif has always been as beloved by Sindhi Hindus as
by Sindhi Muslims, and every year Hindu scholars from India are
invited to the government-sponsored literary festival, held during I
the urs. Latif himself spent some three years in the company of
Hindu yogis, and he praises them in his poetry:

I find not today myyogi friends in their abodes;
I have shed tears all the night, troubled by the pang ofparting;
The Holy Ones for whom my heart yearneth, have all disapp"eared.

(These verses are also interpreted as a secret dedication to the martyred
Shah Inayat.) Latif's Risalo,then, exemplifies the easy spirirual inter-
action that exists between the Nvo faiths, an easiness that has been
acquired after centuries of cohabitation. This legacy is an irony in a
country based on the separation of Musrim and Hindu, and it is
wonderful that this syncretism has survived

with its piecemeal srructures of authoriry and idiosyncratic atri-
tude to canonical religions, Sindh is a fecund prace, and there were
periods during the past millennium when the closeness of Hinduism
and Islam even resulted in the two faiths'identification with each
other.In the holy book of the Ismailis, a breakaway sect from Shiism
that arrived in Sindh in the ninth century ce, the prophet , ''
Muhammad, or alrernatively his son-in-law AIi, is haired as the tenth
avetar of the Hindu god vishnu. At the time, Ismairism was under
attack from Sunni hardliners as wefl as recalcitrant Hindus, and in
order to conceal their religion from suppression, they developed a
way of camouflaging their missionary activity in Hindu for-r. rnt,
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at least, is how Shias have always explained away these potentially
heretical doctrines: as a form of taqiyya - the legitimate concealment
of onet inner faith in order to escape persecution - or as a method
of canny proselytization, of making their preaching acceptable to the
Hindu ear. (The early Jesuit missionaries in India practised a similar
form of 'accommodation' when they dressed like sadhus - Hindu
holy men - and called themselves Brahmins from Rome.)

But the holy texts of the Ismaili Satpanthi community, published
around ry57 and stored in their headquarters in Karachi, do not give
this impression. The sacred Dasa Avatara begins conventionally with
an exegesis of the ten avatars ofVishnu. By the ninth incarnation,
however, conventional Hinduism has warped into surreal burlesque,
as a maverick'Buddha'- bandy-legged, facially deformed, Persian-
speaking - preaches to Hindus that the Prophet Muhammad was
the avatar of the Hindu god Brahma. Buddha persuades the Pandavas

- heroes of the ancient Sanskrit epic, the Mahabharata - that they
should violate their religion by killing a cow. The Pandavas become
his converts, and they parade down to the bazaer wearing the head
and legs of a dead cow as hats. There, the dismembered cow's parts
turn to 'glittering gold crowns' and the anger of the Brahmins in
the marketplace to envy. They too rush to wrap themselves up in
the cow's intestines. Anyone who believes, the Dasa Avatara claims,
will go to Amarpuri, the jewel-filled Eternal Abode.

This is an extremely transgressive text, which breaks the major
taboos of Islam, Uinduism and Buddhism. Yet until recentty, it.
Ismeili Satpanthi community in Karachi would sing it'standing up',
on all festival occasions, to the tune of 'Kedara' - the raag which
Shah Abdul Latif used for his Muharram poetry.

Obviously, to an orthodox Muslim, the notion of reincarnation is

anathema. But in Sindh, as the Sajjada of Jhok demonstrated, such
ambivalence is common; how different is the Hindu philosophy of
reincarnation from the idea that an eleventh-generation grandson of
Shah Inayat might actually &e Shah Inayat? Muhammad is lauded by
Muslims as the last and greatest of all the prophets. If you include
the Hindu'prophets', then Muhammad is also the last and greatest

of the avatars of Vishnu. Seemingly irreconcilable ideas merge by
the simple osmotic process of being in close contact with each other.
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Many of the proselytizing saints who arrived in Sindh &om lran or
the Middle Easr gave their mission a boost by putting down roos in
ancient Hindu places of worship, or even by ,Uo*rig themselves tobe identified with Hindu godr. sehwan Sharif, where Lar Shahbaz
Qalandar's tomb is Iocated, is the site of an impororr, SfJ* ;;;..
The name Sehwanisran, as ir was r.ro*, il il;;;; l.-.,*, *"-
Sivisran, city of Shiva, and the modern faqirs stin ar.r, tit Shaivite
yogis, in torn clothes, with matted hair. Lal Shahbaz ealandar arso usedto be called Raja Bhartari by Hindus; and when I visit his shrine I
see, flashing in red neon (Jrdu script above his tomb, the words JhureLal, one of the many Hind, ,rr*", fo, the god of water. At least until
the nineteenth century it was believed by Musrims and Hindus that
the lndus waxed and waned according to Lar shahi- q-*Jla *n*.

Time and again during thi, jour:ney up the river I find that rhe 
.l

Indus is still - as it has been for centuries - a place where peopre, ideas
and religions meet and mingre. In a desert, a river is an inn-ate hub, )i
crossing-point and natural resource, and with so many people ."*;;
gating around its waters, neither Hinduism nor Islam ,rrr*g.a to retain
its original purity' There never were many Brahmins in Sindh - the
centre of Hinduism, its clergy and texts, shifted to the Ganges cwomillennia ago - and currs arways multiplied and thrived here. one --of these is the Daryapanthi sect, *hor. adherents revere the Indus
itself, Even today, the Indus is worshipped by Muslims as well asHindus at rwo places in Sindh: th. ,i[rg. of Ui.rolrl ,.r. gtirr[rr[,,
and much further north, near the a-*r riverside town of Sukkur.I arrive at uderolar at dusk. As I climb down from ;. il-il;;
hear that the mela, the faiE has begun: through the loudspeakers
mandatory to any subcontinental religious .rr."rr, UhoJon, _'Ifinau
devotional songs - are being chantedl and in the backg.ound is a
steady wall of noise, the coming and going of pilgrims.Tte Muslim_
occupied village of Uderolar rises our of tL. plain, a cruster of simple
rural houses collected here for no other reason than that the Indus
once flowed nearby. Then I turn the corner in the road and see the
ryllll: Mughal fort, with its five-foot-thick walls, which enclose a
mosque' a remple, and the tomb of a man whom M"ril; ;ril irrd.i
Thhir and the Hindus call Jhulelal or Uderolal _ ; ;;;;".*
body calls Zindapir (Living Saint). Today it is Zindapirt birthday.
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To the Hindus, the tomb actually represents Zindapil.'s asthana,his
seat, for he never died, he is a god; to the Muslims he was a great

saint born in g5z cE. The Muslim legend - related to me by the
Muslim Sajjada Nasheen - is elastic: it stretches across seven centuries.
Fished as a baby, Sassui-like, from the lndus, Zndapn was brought up
by Hindu parents, but his great spiritual power was only exposed by
chance during his childhood, when (two hundred years later, tech-
nically) four thirteenth-century Muslim saints - Lal Shahbaz Qalandar
and his friends - met him as he was playrng ball by the Indus. Realizing
that his shakti ('power': itself a Sanskrit-Hindu word) was being stifled
by his Hindu upbringing, they readopted him. Four centuries passed,

however, before Zindapir really made his mark, after he convinced
the puritanical EmperorAurangzeb to cease his oppression of Hindus.
He thereby stands as a ctassic figure in the harmonious coexistence
of Sindh's Hindus and Muslims.

In 1938, perhaps encouraged by separatist demands elsewhere in
British India, the Hindus and Muslims who worshipped here quar-
relled.'The Hindus put a bhood [ghost] on the shrine,'says the Muslim
Sajjada, and pulls out of his wallet a much-folded document. It is a
copy of the British-stamped court order dating from 1938, which
settled the debate over which communiry - Hindu or Muslim -
could pocket the donations accruing from the mela. The colonial
court decided in favour of the Muslim landlords, and ever since then
every rupee deposited in the collection boxes during the mela is

taken by the Muslim Sajjada.

The court also ruled that the Hindus should have separate facil-
ities for eating, sleeping and worship, and so a complex was built
adjacent to the fort, enclosing Zindapir's sacred well. Any money
that Hindu pilgrims leave there goes to the Hindu Sajjada, currendy
a woman known as 'Mata' (mother). The net result of the firman
was a loss of income for the Muslims.

Despite this division, nobody ever suggested establishing two
different festivals, and the birthday party in Zindapir's honour is still
held on the date of Cheti Chand, according to the Hindu - not the
Muslim - calendar.The Sajjada Nasheen may be sulking in his guest-
house, Mrt" -ry l*rk beside her holy well, but the fort belongs to
pilgrims of both faiths.

i
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The shrine is undergoing extensive renovation, financed by aHindu merchanr from Karachi. As always in pakistan, the old butinteresting is being destroyed to make way for the shiny new. Frescoes
- painted, at a guess, a century ago, by somebody with eclectic tastes:
there are Dutch windm,rs, chinese winow-patte"n boatirg scenes
as well as Mughal-esque visras _ have already bee, air'grr.i prob_
ably beyond repair by the whitewash splashed on ro the domed
ceiling, and will soon disappear altogether under the onslaught of
expensive marble and mirrored tiles.

As I am circumambulating Zindapir,s tomb with the crowd, aHindu family arrives, bearing , ,rrdirior, green Muslim cloth,
inscribed with eur,anic verses, which they drape over the tomb in
thanksgiving. In the adjacent room, devotees are queuing up ro prayto a roomful 0f Hindu images. In the room next to that are the
graves of the four Muslim Shaikhs who - according to the Hindulegend - granted Zindapir the land, free of .hrrg", on which tobuild a tempre in the tenrh century. outside i' t[. courryard is atree the branches of which are hung with pieces of coloured cloth,the wi-shes of suppricants of both ai,nr. (The tree grew from thecast-off toothbrush of zindapir, who, whether HinJu or Muslim,
established admirably high standards of dental hygiene.)

I have been invited to the Hindu_only festivities by Diwan Lekraj,
a member of the Evacuee tust property Board set up after partition
to protect the monuments of the absent 'minoriries,. Diwan is aHindu, but he is dmost indistinguishable from the Musrims around
him. There is nothing in his dress (shalwar kameez) or his language(Urdu) or his car or his house to draw attention to his'minorify,
faith. Perhaps rhe horrors of partirion taught pakistant Hindus thatit was wiser rhus. Or maybe there really is not much ,, Arir*rrf,them after all, as the story of Zindapir\ two faiths suggesrs.

From LJderolal it is a longjgurngy-1grrh along the Iijus Highwayto Sukkur, Zindapir,s oth.."lhrirr. - ir"afr. Standing as ir does ona tiny island in the middle of the river, this is thJ smallest, reasrfrequented and mosr pleasing of a1 sindh,s Sufi encraves.-with thetown of Sukkur on one side, Rohri on the other, and the largerisland of Bukkur a few feet away across ,fr. *r*rln.';;;.;*r*
in watery isolation, a noncharant synthesis of alr Sindh,s cultures,
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suspended dolphin-like above

graviry.

The Indus is at its narrowest here, hemmed in by limestone, and
unlike all settlements to the south, which are constantly in danger
of being flooded, comparative riparian stability has given these towns
a chance to luxuriate in their semi-aquatic character. Mohanas, Indus
boat-people, still live on the river in wooden sailing boits. All day

long, flat-bottomed skiffi float past ZirLd^pir's island, carrying workers
to the vegetable plantations upstream, or pilgrims to the island shrine,
or sacks of rice and bags of spice from the bazaar to the shrinet
kitchen. During the urs at a shrine on the Rohri side of the river,
even I am awarded my own Sufi silsila: 'Zabardast kism ka naaml I
hear the Sajiada's son remark to a friend when he hears what I am
called: An amazing kind of name. And he spells it out, making the
last fwo letters sound like the urdu word se,'from', thus giving it
an Islamic etymology: Ali-se, from Ali, the Sufi father of them all.
('Het spared you the expense of a family tree,' a friend jokes later
when I tell him:'Now that you're a Syed, where are your murids?')

The,Sajjada's son also tells me that until recendy, palla fish would
swim up the river from the sea in order to salute the panoply of
Indus river saints at Sukkur. Every Sindhi has emotional memories
of the pa17a, Tbnualosa ilisha, or hilsa as it is known in Bengal: one of
the herring family, and in Sindh the ancient symbol of a vanished
riverine paradise, its national dish, and now endangered (because

dams on the river prevent it from migrating up and down the Indus
to spawn). Sguth of the shrine, and visible frorn Zindapir island, is

the cause of the palla's demise: Sukkur barrage, the dam built by the
British in ry32 to feed a netvvork of irrigation canals. The barrage
h4s vast\ increased the agriculrural potential of Sindh - but it has

also trapped the blind Indus dolphin upstream of Sukkur. Resident
here since the river was formed millions of years ago, this glorious
mammal is only now facing extinction.

Islands are an intrinsic part of the character of these towns. A
majestic, white marble Hindu temple dominates the southernmost
island in the river. Between it and the shrine of Zindapir to rhe
north, is the island fort of Bukkur, the most important military
settlement in this region until British times. Of these three islands,

OF THE INDUS

the river, in contravention of timet
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Zindapi's shrine to the north is the sma,est - there is barely spacefor Zindapir,s smooth stone asthana, a few palm ffees, and a hutmade of leaves under. w^hi1h the faqirs sit all day, preparing bhang,the thick marijuana infusion thrt th.y politely tell me is .green
te'a'' And yet for cenruries this rittle piece of land in the middle
:t.n:,lndus thronged with Sindhis *h" g;;;; ;;.;';"';;:
ence the rlver.

I spend many days o n Zindapir,sisland, talking to the faqirs, easilythe most laid-back pakistanis I ever meet.They have their own storiesabort Zindapir! origins, but despite the historical drr., ,rrigrr.a ,oth-e stories by folklore, it is impossible to tell how old the cultof the river saint really is. There is a theory ,_or* ,oirJ *rrr_,today that the Hindu story \Mas only concocted after partition; butcolonial-era biographies of Zindapir,wri*en by Sindhis, disprove this.The Hindu variant simply gi*, , human face to the primordialworship of the river and may have its roots in Rigvedic times, orbefore. The Muslim opdon is comparably ,rr.i.oi?rr-;; of thehistory of Islam, for few other saints .tri- ,o have arrived here earlierthan 952 cr.
The Zindapir faqirs give their version of the story a clgver plot_twrst by declaring thrt rhe saint who appeared or'rt.-irf"rrd wasKhwaja Khizr.This person, whose ,rr_. _.rrr;a;'dil;;;;;

aII over the Isramic world' ,r.rruy ir 
-rssociation 

with water curts.His antecedents are mysrerious, il.;1. ;;;; rrrl_, "irr.n 
,,the new Sdada Nasheen) maintain that.he is a eur,anr. n-pi",, ,in fact Khwaja Khizr is never menrioned by name;il;i; book.He was inserted after the event by rhe wrirers of the Hrdith irryirrg,of1!e Prophet) as the hitherto nameless friend of Moses.This was the start,"l 

. or perhaps , ,rUr.qr.rrr';;; ofjusti_
1t"g - Khwaja Khizrh ubiquiry i, th. Islamic worrd. Richard carnacTemple' a civil servant in nineteenth-century British Sindh, researched,but never published, a monograph of the saint, entitle d Zinda peer:
Euerliuing saint oJ India' r{hwaja Khizr,he wrote, is 'known to everychild from Morocco to the Mrl"y peninsula, the helper in all troubleof whatever kind, and at the same time the bogie par excellence,and the most widely known of all the modern sea and river godlingsor saints'' In Musrim versions of the Arexander Romance -the medieval ,
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legends of Alexander the Great, popular in both Europe and Asia -
Khwaja Khizr became the eponymous hero's friend, accompanying
him on a quest for the Fountain of Eternal Life. This, Khizr discov-
ered by chance when a dried fish he was carrying fell into a spring
and he watched amazed as his lunch flicked its fins and swam away.

Khizr drank deeply from the spring, and hurried away to fetch
Alexander, but by the time they returned the spring had disappeared

(luckily for mankind, or else Alexander would even to this day be
marching round the world, conquering random countries according
to-his whlm). Instead, it is the'shy and retiring'Khwaja Khizr who
lives on. The patron of travellers, the helper of those in dire need,

he manifests himself to those who call upon him in sincerity.

His first recorded appearance in Sindh occurred in g5z cE, when
a Delhi merchant was sailing downriver with his daughter, a girl
whose uncorrunon loveliness came to the attention of the local Hindu
raja. The wicked man attempted to ravish her, but the girl called
upon Khwajal(hizr, who diverted the Indus from flowing past the
raja's capital at Alor, and instead landed the bqat safely on the island
in the river. (The current Sajjada Nasheen, who has spent his life
working for Pakistan's infamous, all-powerful Water And Power
Development Authority [WAPDA], feels duty-bound to point out
to me that while it is true that the Indus changed course several

centuries ago, as an engineer he is unable to confirm that this occur:
rence was Khwaja Khizr's own creation. Even Qur'anic prophets
who have drunk deeply from the elixir of eternal youth have their
limits.)

In Sukkur, Hindus and Muslims worshipped together atZindapir's
island shrine until the late nineteenth century.The 1874 Cazetteer oJ

Sindh attested to the non-antagonistic character of the common
worship there; but by the time the rgtg Gazetteer wes published, the
Hindus had moved off the island.

When I ask the Sajjada Nasheen to explain the reasons for the
community's rift, he tells me that during the r 88os, the Hindus brought
a case against the Muslims, arguing that the absence of a tomb on
the island meant that it must always have been the worship-place of
an imrnortal Hindu god. The Muslims countered that there was no
tomb because Khwaja Khizr is still alive. The colonial court, called
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upon to determine in law exactly what the worship-place on the
island represented, awarded priority to the Muslims, and so the Hindus
placed a light on the water, and built a new temple where it came
ashore. If you stand on Zindapi/s island you can see the large, yellow-
painted Hindu temple across the river. Any traces of the original
temple that might once have stood here on the island were eradi-
cated in the flood of 1956, which also destroyed the mosque, the
'throne of serpenrs'and the large silver-plated gates.A]l that the river
left behind, fittingly, was the smooth stone of the sainth asthana.

I am keen to read the court documents that the Sajjada has spoken
of but unfortunately his barrister cousin, so I am told, recently gave
them away to some foreign visitors whose names he cannot remember.
Nor can he recall whether they were in English, Sindhi, Sanskrit or
Persian. The barrister thinks that there might be another copy in the
Civil Court, a stonei throw - or at least a short boat ride away -
from Zindapir's island; and so we go there together.

The British-era court is a quaint construction, the only building
on top of a riverside hill, built there, presumably, to protect it from
the ravages of the angry masses (or the angry river). I meet the
Gmale magistrate, who, with her lipstick and waved hair, is perched
incongruously upon this crumbling edifice of another era. She kindly
gives us permission to search through the records. But they are in
a terrible state: three months ago a series of explosions (apparently
random detonations of confiscated and forgotten armaments)
destroyed the north side of the buiiding and *agically killed the
Head Clerk 'who knew everything'. Though we search through all
the bundles from the r88os we fail to find the judgement.

For the British, who were ruling Sindh ar the time, rhe Zindapir
dispute was of limited local importance, and direct notificarion of
the communityt religious divorce was apparently never sent to
London. The affair only strrfaces twice in British records. The first
is in a Public Works Department Resolution of 1894, determining
that the land which the Hindus have squatted across the river from
the island is of no use to the government, and can be sold to them,
the Jind Pir fakirs', for Rsrpoo.The second is in the r9r9 Cazetteer
of Sindh where it is noted that'about twenty years ago . . . the Hindus
abandoned their claim and set up a shrine of their own to Jinda pir
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on the Sukkur bank of the river'. In addition, amidst the papers that
form the notes and manuscript of Richard Carnac Templet book
on Zindapir, I came across a typed transcription of this passage from
the Gazetteer, ofl to which Temple had pencilled a date: 'r886'. This
tallies with the Sajjada's memory of the judgement. But neither
Temple nor the Gazetteer revealed the original causes of this dispute.

Hindus still go every Friday to their temple to worship Zindapir -
but they have no idea when the temple was built (there are apparent\
no records there either) nor of the court case that led to the split.
Above the entrance to the inner part of the temple is a painting of
Zndapi,royally clad in blue and crimson Mughal &ess, a green turban
on his head, riding along the Indus on a palla fish. On Friday night,
I follow a group of male Hindu worshippers through the temple and

down some stone steps to an underground cave where a light is always

kept burning and Indus water laps at our feet. Singing bhajans, the
men light butter lamps and take them back up to the main river, where
they are placed in little paper boats. The diyas float away through the
night,luminous pinpricks on the inky-black water, faint memorials.

One of the contributing causes of the Zrndapilr rift seems to have

been Hindu reactionary piety. In 1823, when the Nepali missionary
Swami Bankhandi arrived in Sukkuq he found that the Hindus had
forgotten their ancient lore, and he made it his express mission to
'awaken'them to the sacredness of the river. He also wished to wean
them away from their attachment to Sufi shrines. To that end, he

colonized Sadhubela island in the middle of the river, the perfect
location for such an isolationist enterprise (and a direct challenge to
Zindapir's shrine, a mile upstream).

At the time, Hindu reform movements elsewhere in Sindh and
India were encouraging widow remarriage and other modernizing
trends,but in Sukkur the management ofthe Sadhubela temple believed
such projects would'undermine the entire Hindu social organizaion'.
Sadhubela's focus was on the entrenchment of ancient Hindu values.
(The priests even tried to resurrect the Kumbh Mela at Sadhubela,

claiming that'in ancient times'this gigantic Hindu gathering was

held here, not on the Ganges, that the Buddhists had eradicated
the practice rwo millennia ago, and that Muslims had stifled its
revival.)
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Sixty years after Swami Bankhandi's missionary project began,
Hindus forsook Zindapir's shrine altogether. Over the next century
the Sadhubela temple management undertook a series of ambitious
building projects on the island, funded by Hindu 'chie6, grandees
and rich merchants', with the aim of articulating in expensive white
marble their community's divisio4 from the Muslim majoriry. (Where
boats dock at the temple, two white marble tableaux still illustrate
to worshippers the options before them: one shows a river of naked,
drowning sinners - some being skewered and roasted, at least one a

Muslim saying ndlnaz; adjacent to it is a scene of the righteous: fully
clothed, queuing meekly to get into heaven.) The white marble was
complemented, in the early twenrieth century by a flurry of devout
publications about 'lJderolal' - as Zindapir was now known to
Hindus. ln rgz4, a book was published in English on the history of
the Sadhubela temple, and another in Sindhi, Gurumukhi and Sanskrit
on the holiness of the Indus.All efforts - architectural,literary finan-
cial - emphasized disparity.

Sitting a little mournfully upstream on the near-deserted island
shrine of Khwaja l{hizr, the Muslim Sajjada is quick to admit that
it is the Muslims who lost most from the Zindapir dispute: 'Now
very few people come to the island,' he says.'The Hindus were the
richest and they made a separate shrine and the Muslims are poor
and then in the flood of 1956 everything was swept away.'He has

brought with him a copy of his family tree, to illustrate to me how
'my Arabic f"-ily merged over time with the local culture'. The
fr-ily tree begins, of course, with Adam and descends via the first
Caliph. But during the eighteenth cenrury the Sajjadat ancestors
shed their religious titles and took quintessentially Sindhi names such
as 'Nimbundo'. They became, he says,'true Sindhis'.

As the Muslims had nothing to gain from the Hindus leaving, 
-_\

and the Hindus wished to reclaim their original lost puriry it seems

likely that the Zindepir dispute was prompred by an internal Hindu
reform movement. Yet the more I search through Sukkurt monu-
ments, records and memories, the more I wonder why it was that
the colonial court allowed a community that had worshipped together
for eight hundred years to be divided; why it conspired in rendering
legalistically unequivocal that which had been harmoniously
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amphibious. It was with incidents such as these that the pakistan

movement was nurtured, and *llf tiqftfgtrt-the dispute oyjr liy$p_ir
does. seem to be a p_recursor of Partition. Perhaps whai theiolonial
court fostered here in the r88os was a classic case of divide-and-
rule. As I sit under a palm tree on the island, watching the wooden
boats with their voluminous white s2ils floating past, and observing
the already stoned faqirs mixing themselves another drink of bhang,
it seems lamentable that short-term separatist sentiments were allowed
to prevail over hundreds of years of shared culture.

' Mohanas, Indus boat-people, still live on the river, near both
Khwaja Khizr's shrine and the island temple of Sadhubela. The
unmechanized wooden boats they navigate along the Indus -
propelled by sails, rudders and poles - are identical in outline to
boats etched on to the five-thousand-year-old seals of the
Mohenjodaro city ,civilization. The Mohanas are a direct connection
to the prehistoric Indus river cult, and if anybody has the answer to
the mystery of its origins it is they. ln r94o, the magazine Sindhian' 
World reported that 'the special duty of Zinda Pir is ro help the
Indus boatmen in the flood season.'Even today, faqirs on the island,
and the Mohanas who live here, all say thar Zindapft is. the'pani ka
badshah'flfy'ater Kirg). He lives under rhe water and the river flows
'unke hukum se': according to his rule and pleasure.

In the last sixty years, the Mohanas'lives have changed signifi-
cantly. Dams have curtailed the distance they can travel by river, and
road-building has created competition in the form of the multi-
coloured trucks which now transport most goods around the country.
Mohana spokesmen also blame General Zia's Mujahideen days in
Afghanistan for exacerbating Sindh's heroin and Kalashnikov culture
and rendering the river unsafe. All these changes have taken them
further away from the water. Even now, the wild, wooded kaccha
lands along the riverbank are the domain of powerfirl landlords and
their bandit henchmen, and most Mohanas arc a*aid to travel far
up or downsfream from Sukkur. Recently, though, a few Mohanx
have begun making the eight-day journey north to collect timber
from the kaccha lands again. On the riverbank opposite Sadhubel4
enormous wooden sailing boats with crescent-shaped prows are once
again being built to do this work. Every day for a week I come to
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the riverside to watch the boat-building and then, when the boat is

ready, arrive to find the Mohanas throwing a pertyi sailing the boat
out into the water and diving into the river from the prow.

Thd Indus boat-people have four family names: Mohana, Mallah,
Mirbah and Mirani.'When fishermen wear white cotton and carry
currency notes, then they are Mirani,' a Mohana who lives near
Khwaja Khizr's island tells me. Miranis are rich; they no longer live
on boats. Today, most Mohanas aspire to be Miranis: to send their
children to school, to move off the river and into a pukka home.
fhq-fu4gf!4qb4"{ lit from the river, the more orthodox is their
Islam - and the fastei ilreir6eli;f ln rhe po"rer-of tLeTffir"d-i"
zila+rr,-aiuqk l

But there are still Pakistanis for whom the power of the Indus, and
the power of Islam, coexist. Early one morning, I am sitting on the
riverbank opposite Khwaja Khizr's shrine, drinking tea with a family
of Mohanas, when I see a woman standing in the river. She has just
had a bath in the quiet channel between Bukkur and Khwaja Khizrt
island, and her clothes and long dark hair are wet and tangled. She

wrings her hair out, pulls on dry clothes, and then she calls on one of
the Mohanas to row her out into the middle of the river. Pervez, a

young Mohana whose job it is to Grry pilgrims from Bukkur rhe short
distance to Zindapir's island, offers to take her, and I watch as she climbs
into the boat and sits in the stern. Pervez stands at the prow, pushing
offfrom the bank with a long wooden pole, and the boat moves slowly
out past the edge of the island. As they reach the main channel of the
river, the woman stands up suddenly in the boat, and throws a bundle
of cloth into the river. It twists on the suface in a blur of red and
gold, before sinking into the river. Then the woman kneels on the
edge of the boat, collecting water in a botde.

'What were you doing?'I ask her when they return. Pewez speaks

for her in IJrdu: 'Her child is sick; we wenr ro the middle of the
river where the water is purest.'He adds what he has told me before:
'Our Indus water is worth four of your namkeen sarkaari lsalty
government-bottled] water.'He is laughing at the perplexed expres-
sion on my face when the woman interrupts.

'Darya main phenkne se sawab mitta hailshe says:You throw it in -1-y

the river in order to get a blessing. :
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'Throw what?'I ask.

'The Qur'an,' says Pervez.

'The Qur'an? In the river?'I am shocked. Even now, after coming
across such a plurality of practices fusing Islam and ancient river
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